Brown Bows Before Trackmen

Oarsmen Enter First Race Sat., 3 Events Held
Tech, Harvard, Cornell And Princeton To Race
3 Teams On Charles

Intercollegiate rowing, which surged through the war on a minor scale, returns for what promises to be a big season tomorrow with a quadrennial regatta on the Charles River. Involved in the regatta will be Tech, Harvard, Cornell, and Princeton, featuring varsity and lightweight events. The lights will take the river at 4:15 P.M. followed by the Junior Varsity at 5:15. The final event will be the Varsity race which will begin at 6:30 P.M.

Time Schedule
May 2:
3:45 P.M.-Finish line launched near Newell Boathouse.
4:00 P.M.-Start of 16 pound crew race, participants are M.I.T., Harvard, and Tabor Academy.
4:15 P.M.-Start of Junior Varsity crew race, participants are M.I.T., Harvard, Princeton, and Cornell.
5:30 P.M.-Start of Varsity race, participants are M.I.T., Harvard, Princeton, and Cornell.

Hayden And Walcott Vie For Dorm Lead
While the Dorm season is now officially over, there still remains the important game of Hayden versus Walcott. Although the leading team in the incumbent weather this game was postponed at 4:00 P.M. and will be played sometime next week. In the game this week the Bendis club, which has had 12 points, defeated the third place Sharon dorm 3 to 1 in a well fought game on April 15. The Bendis team billed behind their pitcher, Dick Poole, and played remarkably fast. Jay Booth at first and Jack Crammott at second fumbled excessively well to depress chances of wouldbe hits.

Clothing Girls Sweep By Taking A. T. O.

S. A. E. Upset B. K. Swimming Tourney By Topping A. T. O.

Twelve Teams Competed
in Annual Swim Meet

The Beaver Key Swimming Meet held on April 23rd in the Alumni Pool resulted in the Sigma Xi team topping the winning meet with 253 points. The losing team was the Alpha Phi Omicron with a grand total of 77. The Sigma Xi team won two events and the resuming events were divided among the sixteen events that captured at least a 500 place in an event.

Team Score
Sigma Xi Alpha Phi Omicron Big Phi Alpha Chi Sigma Pi Alpha Beta Sigma Xi Omega Nu Delta Delta Chi Gamma Delta Phi Beta Alpha Xi Lambda Phi Delta Sigma Sigma Nu Sigma Phi Kappa Sigma Xi

Oficials
Swimming Coach Smith was the head starter and referee, and Dr. Ashburner was the head timer assisted by Smith, Arnold, Leach, Mann, Dunn, Turner, Cohen, Burr, Marshall and Coffes. There were five event judges backstopped by 9-hour licensed, change relay and 150 yard medley relay.

The Hayden And Walcott Vie For Dorm Lead

The Hayden and Walcott Varsity Crews

The Hayden and Walcott crews entered the varsity regatta on the Charles River with the Hayden crew leading the Walcott crew. Hayden won the head start with a time of 2:20, while Walcott lagged behind with a time of 2:24. Hayden maintained their lead throughout the whole race, finishing first with a time of 7:30 and Walcott finishing second with a time of 7:50. Hayden will face the Walcott team again on May 25th, while Walcott will face Hayden on May 26th.

The Hayden and Walcott crews are both strong and well-prepared for the upcoming regatta. Hayden has been practicing consistently and focusing on their teamwork and coordination. Walcott, on the other hand, has been working on their individual strokes and refining their techniques. Both crews aim to perform their best in the upcoming regatta and secure a strong position in the varsity division.
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